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PREFACE

This final Report describes the work conducted during the period 17 August 1976 to August
1977 by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut, under FAA Contract DOT-
FATQWA-3857, for the Systems Research and Development Service of the Federal Aviation
Administration. This report presents the results obtained from analytical studies aimed at
improving rotor blade containment.

Mr. Karl F. Heermann served as Program Manager for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and provided
technical direction throughout the program. Mr. Kenneth R. McClure conducted the engine
containment and forward containment analyses, and Mr. Richard H. Eriksson performed
the rotor/frame transient dynamic response analysis. Acknowledgements are given to
Commander J. J. Shea, FAA Program Manager for his participation in guiding and monitor-
ing the performance of the program.

This report submitted on August 26, 1977 is in compliance with the report requirements of
the contract schedule and was prepared under the Contractor's reference no. PWA 5551.
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angle between the fragment axial trajectory component and a normal to the cas
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Dhnage to the aircraft may occur whenever a failure occurs in a rotating stage of a turbine
engine. This damage, which may be critical to the aircraft, can be reduced by minimizing the
number of rotor failures and by containing within the engine nacelle any fragments result-
ing from a rotor stage failure. To prevent rotor failures, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft continual-
ly develops new disk and blade design procedures based on engine service experience and in-
house testing. Examples are the introduction of turbine flutter criteria, incorporation of
disk bore fracture mechanics criteria for all new engine designs and the practice of position-
ing airseals closer to the outer rim of a disk so that any failures resulting from axial seal rubs
will result in smaller fragments being separated from the disk.

Disk failures due to material problems have been reduced by the introduction of new melting
process controls, improved billet and disk ultrasonic inspection and other non-destructive
inspection techniques. Material deficiencies associated with a particular heat of material are
rare, however, when found, the effects of the material deficiencies are eliminated by recall
of all known disks from that heat.

The results of these P&WA programs are dramatic in that the incidence of noncontained
disk failures per million engine operating hours for the last three years has been a factor of
two lower than the rate in the period from 1962 to 1965. This can be seen in Figure I(a)
which is a curve of noncontained disk failures versus engine operating hours and Figure I(b)
which is a curve of noncontained disk failure rate versus year.

It is virtually impossible to completely eliminate disk failures. Theoretically it is desirable
to contain all fragments of a failure within the engine nacelle. Historically, it has not been
feasible to design an engine which would contain burst failures of an entire rotor stage
because of the extremely large weight required and prohibitive performance penalties. Most
disk failures though, are not as severe as a burst disk and yield fragments totaling much
less than one-third of the rotor mass produced by a disk burst. The specific cases of two
adjacent blades with one disk serration and four adjacent blades with three disk serrations
analyzed in this study are treated as a disk failure with energy equivalent to the segments of
mass specified.

P&WA engines are designed to contain blade failures within the engine cases without depend-
ing on the containment capability of the engine nacelle. They are also designed to withstandthe shock of a case impact and the resulting rotor imbalance created by blade failures. In the

fan section of the engine, the cases are designed to contain fan blades aft as well as in the
plane of the disk. The current containment techniques with suitable modifications for
multiple blades or equivalent disk fragments was used in this study to determine the addi-
tional weight needed to contain two and four blades with their included disk serrations
within each section of the engine (fan, compressor and turbine).

The cases that currently provide forward fan blade containment are not a part of the engine
structure. However, for this study forward containment was assumed to be provided by a
case using existing case materials. In addition, a rotor/frame transient dynamic analysis of
the engine response to the loss of an equivalent fan disk fragment was conducted to
determine the overall engine structural integrity since typically an engine mount, case flange
or bearing support failure can be as severe as the primary in plane case failure.

I
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2.0 STUDY DESCRIPTION

A twopgrt engineering study was conducted to accurately estimate the engine weight in-
crese ad design criteria necesary to contain various specified equivalent disk fragments,
and identify limiting structural components and loads resulting from the loss of an equiva-
lent fan disk fragment through analysis of a rotor/frame transient dynamic response. The
study was conducted on the JT9D-59A/D-70A engine, which is compatible with any of the
wide bodied aircraft in service operating at manufacturer's fated power for a standard day,
maximum gross weight takeoff.

2.1 CONTAINMENT

The containment analysis for this study is divided into two parts: (a) concerning the engine
containment and (b) concerning the forward containment analysis.

2.1.1 Frament Description

The fragments as specified in the Contract were defined as:

(I) Disk fragments for the engine containment analysis resulting from a rotor failure
with energy equivalent to:

(a) Two adjacent blades and their included disk serration from each disk and
blade assembly of the fan unit, the low pressure compressor unit, the high
pressure compressor unit, the high pressure turbine unit and the low pres-
sure turbine unit, each broken at the outermost retention groove or member;
and

(b) Four adjacent blades and their included disk serrations as explained above.

(2) Fan blade tip fragments for the forward containment analysis consisting of six ti-
tanium pieces, three pieces being portions of three adjacent fan blades, measured
from the leading edge of the blade to 3 inches back from the leading edge, and
from the tip to 5 Inches from the tip, and each being 0.2 inches thick. The other
three pieces were of like size, from three adjacent fan blades 180 degrees away
from the first fractures.

2.1.2 Analysis

The engine containment anlysis consisted of the foliowing steps:

(I) Determine the kinetic anerlw of to equivalent disk fragment at the rotor "red
line" speed.

(2) Extend the analytical procedures currently in use for blade failures to the equiva-
lent disk fragments under study.

3



(3) Determine the containment capability of the existing cas structure for the
equivalent disk fragment sizes under study.

(4) Determine the additional containment capability and additional weight required
to contain the equivalent disk fragment using existing engine case materials.

(5) Determine the design criteria necessary for an addition°' intainment capability.

Considerations of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Rotor Burst Protec-
tion Program were included in the engine containment section of this study.

The forward containment analysis consisted of the following steps:

(1) Establish an analytical procedure; similar to the procedure used in the fan section,
and calibrate the procedure with actual test data of simulated fan blade tip frag-
ments.

(2) Determine kinetic energy levels of forward moving fan blade tip fragments.

(3) Determine the case thickness and weight required to contain or deflect the fan
blade tip fragment up to 30 degrees forward of the plane of rotation.

2.2 ENGINE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Utilizing the kinetic energies and forces generated for the containment analysis, a rotor/
frame transient response analysis was conducted for the following equivalent disk fragments:
two adjacent fan blades and their included disk serration; and four adjacent fan blades and
their included disk serrations. The response analysis consisted of the following steps:

(I) Detcnrmine the rotor imbalance loads and the case impact loads for the equivalent
fan disk fragments.

(2) Perform the rotor/frame transient analysis to identify structural areas of concern
under the loss of an equivalent disk fragment.

(3) Identify potential solutions for the limiting structural components.

4



3.0 NTAINMENT ANALYSIS

3.1 ENGINE CONTANMENT

Dam to the aircraft may occur whenever a failure occurs in a rotating stage of a turbine
engine. This damage which may be critical to the aircraft can be rmluced by minimizing the
number of failures, and by containing, within the engine nacelle any fragments resulting
from a rotor stage failure.

3.1.1 Description of Fragment

The engine containment analysis was based on a rotor failure which produces a disk frag-
ment with energy equivalent to two adjacent blades with an included disk serration, and four
adjacent blades with three included disk serrations. The severest occurrence for this type of
rotor failure occurs with a disk serration failure which liberates the blades and serration(s)
at the same instant of time. In reality, then types of disk failures could be equated to other
types of disk failures on an equivalent energy basis.

The equivalent energy for these disk fragments was determined by summing the individual
kinetic energy of each blade and disk serration for respectively the fan unit, the low pres-
sure compressor unit, the high pressure compressor unit, the high pressure turbine unit and
the low pressure turbine unit based on its own mass, velocity and center of gravity.

3.1.2 AnalyticAl Procedure for Fan Section

The analytical procedure used for the fan disk failure fragments is an extension of the fan
blade containment analysis currently used at P&WA which recognizes that at the instant a
fan blade fails, it moves in a tangential path due to the rotational speed of the rotor as
shown in Figure 2 and impacts the containment case at point A. This tangential velocity
component and the resulting fragment kinetic energy was used to calibrate the containment
analysis. A calculation of the kinetic energy component due to the rotational velocity of
the blade around its center of gravity shows the level to be approximately 10% of the tan-
gental kinetic energy component. The rotational effects have been included as part of the
empirical factor which relates the analytical results to actual blade failure experience. This
experience has shown that the failed blade impacts the case several times, and during these
impacts, the tip of the blade breaks away due to blade buckling as shown in Figure 3. Buck-
ling ceases when the force required to buckle the remaining blade fragment exceeded the
maximum impact force. The calculated tangential kinetic energy of the blade fragment was
adjusted after each impact to account for the reduced mass and increased radius to the blade
fragment center of gravity.

As part of the containment analytical procedure, the containment capability of the case
(potential energy) was related to the energy required to punch out a "shear plug". The
"shear plug" dimensions were defined by the blade perimeter and case thickness and repre-
sents the mount of case material that must be removed in order to let the blade pass through
the case. The blade platform was ignord fromn the perimeter since its strength was negligible
when compared with the case.

S
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Multiple blade failures would be similar to a single blade failure since each blade behaves
independently. For a failure whm two adjacent blades fal, each blade fragment moves
along Its individual tangential path and impacts the containment case at different points
(Points A and B shown in Figure 4). Blade buckling would be expected to be similar to that
occurring with a single blade failure. The "shear plug" produced by each blade segment does
not overlap and therefore the containment case designed for a single blade failure would be
sufficient to contain a double fan blade failure. In addition, service experience on a variety
of commercial engine models including the JT9D engine has demonstrated that, blade frog-
ments can be contained by the existing engine cases with no increase in engine weight.

SIILACA ,A AGU IEN T I K NI RT MI MET I Elr IEROY OF $I;OLE B LADE PAILUNE

r )NCLUDING THE EFFECT OF BlAO BUCKLING

(j L-iiiiii,,2Z ,, i I.O AE LUGA

PP ' L* t2TI

VIEW A

BLADE LUGO FAILUSEc>~ P * 21. * ITI

VIEW aI

Fiisqrc. 4 Fa:n Containment - Ahitiple Blade Failure

The disk fragments considered in this study were assumed to be the result of a disk failure
with energy equivalent to two adjacent blades and an included disk serration, and four ad-
jacent blades and their included disk serrations. The blades and disk serration(s) were
considered as one fragment moving along a tangential path and impacting the containment
case at point A shown in Figure S. The tangential kinetic energy component of the blades
and disk serration(s) were added as discussed in Section 3. 1.1. Buckling of the blades was
assumed to occur as in a single fan blade and the tangential kinetic energy of the fragment
was adjusted for the reduced mass and increased radius to the center of gravity.

f 7



CASE

FRONT VIEW
DISK FRAGMENT KINETIC ENERGY - SUM OF TWO SLADhS ANO DISK SERRATION
KINETIC ENERGY INCLUDING THE EFFECT OF $LADE SUCKLING

- A VIEW A

DOVETAIL

Figure 5 Fan Containment - Disk Fragment With Energy Equivalent to Two Adjacent
Blades and an Included Disk Serration

The "shear plug" produced in the containment case by the equivalent disk fragments had a
perimeter equal to the fragment. Thus, for the equivalent disk fragment of two blades and a
disk serration, the perimeter was two times the dovetail length plus four times the dovetail
thickness (2L+4T) as shown in Figure 5 and not twice the perimeter of a single blade dove-
tail (4L + 4T). This difference would also indicate that a noncontained failure with this
fragment would produce a single puncture rather than two separate punctures. The disk ser-
ration was included in the kinetic energy but was assumed to have a negligible effect on the
perimeter of the "shear plug" produced. The kinetic energy of the disk serration was approxi-
mately 1/16 the kinetic energy of the fan blade.

The analytical equation that was applied to the fan section is given below:

F2 B (KE) T
t 2 =

TD P

where t - required minimum case thickness for containment

F = empirically determined factor based on single blade failure experience.



5 a buckling factor defined a the ratio of the fragment tangential kinetic energy
after buckling has occurred to the fragment tangential kinetic energy prior to
buckling

(KM)T a tangential kinetic energy of the fragment prior to buckling

D "dynamic shear strength of the case material

P a perimeter of the "shear plug"

* a factor which related the mass of the "shear plug" produced in the containment
cam to the mans of the fragment -

M shear plug
1+

M fragment

Aft Containment - For a fan blade failure, aft containment in the region rearward from
the leading edge of fan splitter to the forward section of the fan exit guide vanes, would be
required to contain the remaining blade fragment or "stub" of a fan blade after buckling
has occurred as shown in Figure 6. After several impacts of the fan blade with the contain-
ment case, and after buckling of the fan blade has occurred, the remaining blade fragment
or "stub" tumbles rearward and impacts the fan caes in the aft location. Since the "stub" has
reduced mass and energy, the required thickness is significantly reduced over the in-plane
thickness. The required thickness was baud on fan blade failure experience of comparable
engine models.

FAN t.ITTINkoo 
FAN EXIT

GUIDE VANE$

PA&N @LADE

SIN PLANE REION AFT I'GION

AXIAL VUW

ligure 6 Regiota of Aft Containment Required For Fan Blade Failures
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The fragments directed rearward in this study were assumed to consist of the remaining fan
blade "stubs", after fan blade buckling had occurred, and the disk serration. The kinetic energy
of the equivalent fragment determined at the blade tip velocity of the fan rotor was the
sum of each blade "stub" and disk serration kinetic energy. The required containiment thick-
ness was then assumed to be directly proportional to the square root of the remaining
fragment kinetic energy.

3.1.3 Analytical Procedure for Compressor and Turbine Section

The analytical procedure used for the equivalent compressor and turbine disk failure frag-
ments was an extension of the compressor and turbine blade failure fragment procedure
currently in use. The blade fragment at the instant of failure moves in a tangential path and
impacts the containment case as shown in Figure 7. Again the kinetic energy of the fragment
considered in the analysis was associated with the tangential velocity component. Since the
compressor and turbine blades are smaller than fan blades, the rotational kinetic energy
component is a lower percentage of the tangential kinetic energy and is included in an
empirical factor which relatesthe analytical results to the blade failure experience.

CONTAINMENT
CASE

BLADE
~FAILURE

ROTATION

FRONT VIEW

BLADE FRAGMENT KINETIC ENERGY -KINETIC ENERGY OF SINGLE BLADE FAILURE
0 • NOMINAL DIAMETER OF CONTAINMENT CABE
rv NUMBER OF BLADES IN THE ROTOR STAGE

Figure 7 Compressor and Turbine Containment - Single Blade Failure
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The containment capability of the case (potential energy) was assumed to be related to the
hoop strain energy In the case. For a single blade, the effective circumferential length of the
case material available for absorbing the fragment kinetic energy was one pitch length -
r D/n where D is the nominal diameter of the containment case and n is the number of
blades in the rotor stage.

For a disk fragment with the equivalent energy of two adjacent blades with an included disk
erration, and four adjacent blades with three included disk serrations, the blades and disk

'serratlon(s) were considered as one fragment which moved along a tangential path and
impacted the containment case as shown in Figure 8. The circumferential length of case
material available for absorbing the disk fragment kinetic energy was increased compared
to a single blade fragment by a nondimensional factor. This factor relates the effective cir-
cumferential length of case for a disk fragment to the one pitch circumferential length for a
single blade fragment. In one extreme, increasing the circumferential length to two and four
times the single blade pitch length for the two and four bladed disk fragments, respectively,
would result in no additional weight required for containment. In the other extreme, assum-
Ing a single blade one pitch length would be too conservative and would result in unrealistic
additional weight. The actual situation lies between these two extremes.

CONTAINMENT

I CASE

ROTATION

FRONT VIEW

DISK FRAGMENT KINETIC ENERGY - SU OF TWO BLADES AND DISK SERRATION
KINETIC ENERGY

0 NOMINAL DAMEVR OF CONTAINMENT CASE
n- NUMBIE OF BLADES IN THE ROTOR STAGE
C * A NONDIMSNSIONAL FACTOR WHICH RELATES THE EFFECTIVE

CIRCUMFERENTIAL LENGTH Of CASE FOR A DISK FRAGMENT TO
THE ON$ PITCH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LENGTH FOR A SINGLE
ILADE

I iJure 8 Compresor and Turbine Containment - Disk F'ragmeat With Energy l quivalmcn
to Two Adjacent Btides and an Icluded Disk Serration
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Baued on limited service experience with similar type disk fragments, a factor of 1.3 and 2.0
was determind for the two and four bladed disk fragment, respectively. Since the kinematic
action of the liberated frauinent is complex, additional testing would be required to further
substantiate these factors.

For containment the ratio of case potential energy to the fragment kinetic energy was based
on an empirical factor obtained from experience with blade failures in the compressor and
turbine sections. The total hoop potential energy was defined as the sum of each case hoop
potential energly that lies within the radial plane of the blade as shown in Figure 9.

BLADE

CASE I

ii

______________ I ICASE 2

'-I

I I _ _ _ _

I CASE 3

AXIAL VIEW

m Crot)(
PE J- P -,db f - , M

TOTA. CASE i- n

Figure 9 Containment Capability of Compressor arid Turbine Cases

The required containment case thickness was determined from the following equation:

Lb 3  - - KICFR= EF = a
CF (KE)T

F (Containemot Volume) (Material Factor)
Fragment Tangential Kinetic Energy

12



where:

CF - required containment factor

PE , potential energy

KE a kinetic energy

d = factor relating to the effective axial length of case

bx - axial projection of the blade tip (see Figure 9)

C a a nondimensional factor which relates the effective circumferential length of
case for a disk fragment to the one pitch circumferential length for a single
blade

t = required minimum case thickness for containment

D a nominal diameter of the containment came

n = no. of blades in the rotor stage

Mf = static mate"ial factor

K = dynamic factor

(KE)T = tangential kinetic energy of the fragment

3.1.4 Kinetic Enemy LI Ms for the Disk and Blade Fragments

A disk fragment with energy equivalent to two blades with a disk serration is shown in
Figure 10 for a typical turbine engine rotor. The weight of the fragment is the sum of the
weight of the two whole blades and the disk serration assuming failure of the. disk serration
at the thinnest section. The tangential kinetic energy was calculated for the whole blade
and disk serration separately by using the following equation:

MV2
(KE)T M ---2

where:

(KE)T a tangential kinetic onersy

M = mass of the blade or disk aeration

V - tangential velocity of the blade or disk serration at the center of gravity

13
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Fig ure 10 A Two lade avid a" Incluided Disk Serratiopi Fragment From a Typical Turbine
IEngirte Rotor

The kinetic energy of the fragment was determined at the "red line" rotor speed by summing
the kinetic energy for each blade and disk serration and is shown in Table 1. The largest
weight and kinetic energ fragment was in the fan section as expected. Generally, the further
rearward the rotor stage in the compressor section, the lower the weight and kinetic energy.
The last two rotor stages in the compressor section showed an increase in weight and
kinetic energy due to the transition from a titanium base alloy to a higher density nickel
base blade alloy. The high pressure turbine section produced the second highest kinetic
energy fragments due to the greater weight and radius to the center of gravity compared
to the high pressure compressor stages. In the low pressure turbine section, the rearward
staes showed increased kinetic energy due to the greater weight and radius to the center of
gravity.

14



*3760 no. (Red lows)
i3 - 80 a pp (led Line)

Disk Fragumen Disk Frsegint
2 Blades & 4 Blades &

Included Disk Included Disk
wete jjpjjm lKerration Serac tons
ci jIuJVeigown Energy

loo ru ALM5 J1 aj68 (ls. filb (tbs.) (to-tbs.) (tb.)2 i-b.

Fan (N1 ) 1 46 9.490 1,590,000 20.70 3.2SO,000 43.12 6.600,000

LPC (HI) 1.5 la 0.217 22,100 0.496 49.300 1.054 104,000
2 130 0.160 17,400 0.398 37.800 0.834 78.500
3 Ila 0.330 19.500 0.498 41,600 1.034 85,900
4 100 0.236 17,700 0.575 38,330 1.200 79,500

HPC (2) 5 60 0.253 43,300 0.603 101,000 1.304 215.000
6 84 0.130 22.200 0.290 48,700 0.608 101,700
7 103 0.070 12.200 0.155 26,700 0.324 55,500
8 100 r 052 8,730 0.113 18,800 0.236 39,000
9 110 6.042 6,990 0.091 15,000 0.189 31,100
10 I08 0.037 6,070 0.081 13,200 0.169 27,500
11 104 0.037 5,990 0.082 13,100 0.171 27,400
12 94 0.037 5,930 0.084 13,400 0.178 28,200
13 100 0.034 5,400 0.083 12,900 0.180 28,000
14 102 0.065 10,300 0.144 22,700 0.302 47,500
is 90 0.075 11,90 0.170 26,800 0.360 56,500

HPT (N2) 1 100 0.500 121,000 1.21 292,000 2.55 616,000
2 102 0.616 1400,00 1.44 331,000 3.00 685,000

LPT (N1) 3 122 0.302 20,600 0.637 42,600 1.31 87,200
4 10 0.460 31,400 0.967 65.100 1.9 132,000
5 110 0.684 53,600 1.45 111,000 2.98 226,000
6 102 0.9e8 85,300 2.07 177,000 4.22 359,000

Table I Kinetic Energy Devoloped By a Disk Fragment Compared To
a Single Blade Failure

3.1.S Engine Cose Materials and Maximum Operating Temperatures

The containment capability of the engine canes is a function of the material dynamic shear
strength used in the fan section and the material factor used in the compressor and turbine
section. The dynamic shear strength and material factors were chosen by considering minimum
material strength at the hottest operating temperature. Using maximum engine operating
temperatures and the resultant lowest material factors, containment of the fragments at
other engine operating conditions with lower temperatures would be ensured. The engine
case materials and maximum operating temperatures are shown in Table 2. The inner struc-
ture refers to the engine case closet to the rotor blade tip, while the outer structure refers
to the remaining engine cases.
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!iL'C ome Materials

fan 410 Type Stainless Steel (in-Plane)

6061 Type Alumtnum Alloy (Aft)

Low Pressure Compressor 6061 Type Aluminum Alloy

High Pressure Compressor 410 Type Stainless Steel (Front Stages)

Titanium Base Alloy (Front Stages)

430 Type Stainless Steel (Middle Stages)

Titanium Base Alloy (Middle Stages)

Nickel Base Alloy (Rear Stages)

High Pressure Turbine Cobalt Base Alloy

Nickel Base Alloy

Low Pressure Turbine Nickel Base Alloy

Greek Ascoloy Stainless Steel (Rear Stage)

Case Temperatures
Inner Structure Outer Structure

Fan 200OF None

Low Pressure Compressor 2500F - 350°F 250°F

High Pressure Compressor 400OF - 1050OF 250OF - 850OF

High Pressure Turbine 1600OF 900OF - 10500F

Low Pressure Turbine 9500F - 1200OF None

Table 2 Engine Case Materials and Maximum Operating Temperatures

3.1.6 Additional Weight for Containment of Disk Fragment with Energy Equivalent to
Two Adjacent Blades and an Included Disk Serration

Aircraft turbine engines are presently designed to provide containment of blade failures.

The weight required to contain blade failures and the weight already provided within the
plane of the rotor stage were determined and are shown in Table 3. For all engine rotor
sections, the weight provided exceeds the weight required for containment. The mason for
this is that the case sizes are limited by other design criteria. Table 4 shows the additional
weight of engine cases required to contain a rotor fragment with energy equivalent to two
adjacent blades and an inceuded disk serration. The analytical procedures in Section 3.1.2
and 3.1.3 were used to determine the capability of the existing engine cases and the addition-
al weight required for increased containment.

16
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Slam Immin PwT"de
Foe (lacludil aft 240 &be. 3 le..a

contaiontm)

VPC is. so

IWK 20 65

FT40 so

LIPT 40 45

TOTAL 365 110

'CAses aimed to satisfy other d&Pigs criteria.

Table 3 Engine Weght Necessary To Satisfy Present Blade Containment
Requiremnents

Fan Rtotor kinetic Energy. (iolboa Addiuional Weight Ciba)
Single glade 1.59 a10
Disk Fragment 3.25 x 106 gn-Plane 63

Aft 0
Total 12

Available Case Requaired Case Ap. it
P.K. (in-lbs) P-9. (In-lbs) (in-lb.) Additional Weight Ciba)

LPC Potor 1. SC to.~ 190 z,30 0 02C 12,000' O.300 0 0
1C 4,900 10,400 5,500 to
4C 5.600 9.1410 3.700 S

*Includes additional wtorial required
for foe contaln.,nt

HPC Rotor 5C 21,400 25.200 0 5-7C 0Inc 1,400 3.300 0 S-n~C 0
14C 7,500 3.700 0 14.1sc 0

Total 0

NP? Rotor 1T 14.200 15.000 20,600 2S
2? 22.900 39.700 16.80 20

Total i-5

L"P Roptor 3? 3,100 5.100 2,000 S
4T 3.400 7.600 4.1.00 10
ST 4,100 11.300 9,200 Is
6T 14.400 21.20 600o 10

Total 40

Total Aditional Weight for Coagaingint 220

Containment Wight provided 110

Total Efaine Containmet Weight .~710

Table 4 Additional Weight For Containment of a Uisk Fragment With Enerly
Equivaslent To Two Adjacent Blads and an Included Disk Seration
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In the fan section, the kinetic energy of the rotor fragment is more than twice the kinetic
energy of a single blade. The additional weight is essentially evenly split between the in-
plane and aft sections.

In the compressor and turbine sections, a comparison is made between the available existing
case potential energy and the required case potential energy. Additional weight is required
in those stages where the available case potential energy is insufficient to contain the
equivalent disk fragment. Only selected stages were calculated in the HPC section since the
additional weight required was relatively smaller than the other engine sections.

The fan section requires the largest additional weight. This appears reasonable since the fan
rotor fragment possesses the highest kinetic energy. The second largest additional weight
occurs in the HPT section where the fragment possesses the second highest kinetic energy.
Similarly, the least additional weight occurs in the HPC section where the fragment possesses
the lowest kinetic energy.

The total engine weight required for containment of the two bladed disk fragment was
approximately 730 pounds compared to 365 pounds for the present requirements. The
total additional weight, beyond what is provided presently in the engine was approximately
220 pounds.

3.1.7 Additional Weight for Containment of Disk Fragment with Energy Equivalent to
Four Adjacent Blades and Three Included Disk Serrations

Table 5 shows the additional weight of engine cases required to contain a rotor fragment
with energy equivalent to four adjacent blades and three included disk serrations. The avail-
able case potential energy and the required case potential energy increased for the larger
fragment. The additional weight necessary to contain the four bladed disk fragment was
much greater than the two bladed disk fragment.

Uke the two bladed disk fragment, the additional weight for containment was largest in the
fan section, second largest in the HPT section. and the least in the HPC section. The total
engine weight required for containment of the four bladed disk fragment was approximately
920 pounds compared to 365 pounds for the present requirements. The total additional
weight, beyond what was provided, was approximately 410 pounds.

3.1.8 Additional Weight for Low Pressure Compressor Section with Alternate Engine Case
Materials

Maintaining the present case configuration, the additional required containment capability
may be gained for a lower weight by adding an additional case made of a more efficient
containment material directly behind the present cases. Table 6 shows the additional engine
case weight required to contain a low presaure compressor equivalent disk fragment with
alternate type case materials. The existing case material is a 6061 type aluminum alloy with
an additional weight of 15 pounds and 25 pounds required for containment of the two
bladed and four bladed disk fragment respectively. Both a 410 type stainless steel and a
titanium base alloy additional case offers a significant weight savinp potential. A decrease
in weight for containment of approximately 10 pounds and 15 pounds was determined for
the two bladed and four bladed disk fragment, respectively. Unlike for the fan section, where
titanium would be lighter than stainless steel, the additional weight for these two case
materials is the same since the difference in weight density is offset by the differences in
material capability (material factor in Section 3.1.3).
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Total 60

Total AddtIO4,01 561,6ght for Coaloopop zI M

Cobt.inant Weight Provided 110

Total callaw Cetalate *ulot 920

Table 5 Additional Wei,&s for Citainmnet of a Disk Frqment Witi Energy
fiquidilent To Four Adjacent Eleoga and Three Included Disk Serrations
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20 0 00
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IlseC 00

ac0 00
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Table 6 Addition-l Weight Tro contain a Low Pressure Compressor Disk Fragment
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3.1.9 Design Consideratios and Limitations

The kinetic energy of disk fragments require additional weight for containment beyond that
provided by the existing engine cases. Further additional weight which lies outside the radial
plans of the rotor stage is n sosuary because:

(I) Engine case thermal stresses and resulting safe operating lives are affected because
of the thermal gradients produced between the very thin to thick cross-sections
in the case.

(2) Case bolting and other hardware have to be modified in order to carry the in-
crease in impact load.

The increase in weight is approximately 25 percent for the two blade fragment and approxi-
mately 35 percent for the four blade fragment. The total increased case thicknesses in turn
will have an effect on other engine design considerations and limitations as discussed below.

(1) Engine seal clearances would change because of changes in the thermal response
of the engine cases. The thick cases would have a slower growth response and
cause the blade tips to rub. thus opening the blade tip clearance. The engine per-
formance and surge margins would be significantly affected.

(2) Case natural frequencies would change due to the added weight plus all case
responses to engine excitations (example, blade passing frequency) would have
to be rechecked.

(3) Engine assembly would become more complex due to changes required in plumb-
ins, bolting and handling the heavier cases.

(4) Ultimate increase In cost to the consumer would result because or the increase in

weight and fundamental performance disadvantage of thick engine cases.

3.2 FORWARD CONTAINMENT

The cases that currently provide forward containment are not a part of P&WA engine hard-
ware. However, for this study forward containment was assumed to be provided by a case
made of engine case materials.

3.2.1 Description of Fragmnt

From observations of cowl damage. there appears to be two types of blade tip fragments
that may travel forward of the fan rotor radial plane. One type of fragment occurs as the
tip section of the blade buckles and breaks away during Impact of a failed fan blade with the
in-plans containment case as shown in Figure 3. The other type occurs when leading edge
pieces at of near the blade tip break off as shown in Figure I I by bird strikes or other FO.D.
These fragments would be often reingested into the engine, striking the remaining fan blades
and deflected forward spin.
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Figure I I Description of Paun Mlade 7yp Fragment For Forward Containmeint

Observaton Of Cowl duuagg al10o indicated two types of damage. First, the pieces that initial-
ly break from the fen blade tip produce a spiral slashing/cutting type puncture as the blade
fragment trawols forward p"0al9e to the case surface. Second, the pieces that would be re-
ingested into the engine End defected forward again by the remaining fan blades produce
a "Punch out" type puncture of the case. Here the fragment traectory would be more
normal to the surface, producing a mome conventional blade Impact. Both these types of
fragmnents shown schematically in Figure 12 were evaluated in this study.

The fan blade tip fragment ealuated In this study is shown in Figure 11. The six titanium
pieces, three from thre adlacnt fan blades and the rmaining three from three adjacent fan
blades I W away, were each J" x " x 0. 2" in #ine. Doaud an service experience, each frag-
ment was assumed to act independently of each other and therefore Impacted the forward
containmmnt cas at random locations. On this basis. the weight of casing required to con-
tain or deflect a Wlns blae Oip fragmnt up to WV forward of the plane of rotation was
determine.J
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3.2.2 Analytical Procedure

The containment capability of the case (potential energy) wau assumed to be related to the
energ5y required to punch out a "shear plusl" similar to the analytical procedure used for in-
plane containment in the fan section. The equation used in this study is given below:

1D P*

where: t= required minimum case thickness for containment

KE = kinetic energy of the forward moving fragment

eJ angle between the fragment tangential trajectory component and a normal to
the case at the point of impact (see Figure 12)

- angle between the fragment axial trajectory compoent and a normal to the case
at the point of impact (gee Figure 12)

22
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tD  dynamic shear strength of the case material

P perime ter of the "shear plug"

= factor which relates the mass of the "shear plug" produced in the containment
case to the mass of the fragment

+ M shear plug
M fragment

The above equation was compared with actual test data received from an aircraft manufac-
turer who under a similar FAA contract performed actual tests on simulated blade tip
fragments. The tests conducted involved trajectory angles normal, 600 and initially parallel
to a curved forward containment test panel. For the simulated blade fragment initially
parallel to the curved containment panel, an angle of 80 was found to predict the test data.
The results of the testing and the analytical predictions were in reasonable agreement.

3.2.3 Kinetic Energy of Forward Movi% Fan Blade Fralments

The kinetic energy of a fan blade tip spiral slashlng/cutting type fragment was determined
based on the tangential velocity of the fan blade tip at the "red line" rotor speed. The axial
velocity of the blade tip at the instant of failure would be zero and does not contribute to
the kinetic energy. The calculated tangential velocity and kinetic energy was 18.500 in/sec.
and 213,000 in-lbs., respectively. The weight of the 3 in. x 5 in. x 0.2 in. titanium blade tip
fragment was determined to be 0.48 pounds based on a weight density of 0. 160 pounds per
cubic inch.

The kinetic energy of a single fan blade tip reingested "punch out" type fragment was
determined based on the vector sum of the tangential velocity component and the forward
axial velocity component which the fragment attains upon impact with the remaining fan
blades. The tangential velocity at the "red line" rotor speed is shown in Figure 13 as a
function of the radial reingestion location with the remaining fan blades.

For the reingested "punch out" type fragment that impacts the containment case at the fan
blade rotor plane (angle a " 0) the axial velocity is zero. The kinetic energy for this fragment
reaches a maximum at the foil tip radius of 213,000 In-lbs. as shown in Figure 14. Note that
this is the same kinetic energy level as the spiral slashing/cutting type fragment.

The reingestion of a fan blade tip fragment and the resulting forward trajectory is complex
and random in nature. Simplifying assumptions were made to determine the kinetic energy and
the impact angles relative to the containment case. A straight line trajectory was assumed
from the radial reingestion location on the remaining fan blades to the impact location on the
containment case. The forward axial velocity component and the tangential velocity com-
ponent were initially assumed unaffected by arodynamlc drag. It was evident that this
approach was too conservative when the calculated cae thickness required for containment
at the 30 degree forward axial location was much greater than required as indicated by
successful service experience. Observations of cowl damage have shown that the existing
cowl was sufficient to contain the forward moving fragments.
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To account for this good containment experience at the 30 degree forward location, the
trajectory velocity was reduced at axial locations further forward of the fan until at the 30
degre location a trajectory impact velocity of approximately IS percent of the value
initially calculated was used. The 15 percent was determined by calculating the trajectory
velocity that can be contained by the existing inlet cowl structure.

Figure 15 shows the trajectory velocity at the 30 degree forward location as a function of the
radial reingestlon location on the remaining fan blades. The maximum trajectory velocity was
limited to 4700 inches per second since any greater velocity would require the blade tip frag-

* ment to be moving faster than the rotor velocity and air inlet airflow velocity.

2000

01

0 to200000s

RADIAL REINGESTIGOd LOCATION - 1N

Fkurv 15 Fan Forward Containment - Trajectory Ilelocity vs. Radial Reingestion
Location for Impact at 30 DeCrews lorwvard of the ana Rotor Plane

The kinetic energy of the reingested "punch out" type fragment as shown in Figure 16
increases with increasing radial reingestion location and would be limited to a maximum of
13,700 inch-pounds near the blade tip radius due to the trajectory velocity limitations.
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Figure 16 Fan Forward Containment - Kinetic Energy vs. Radial Reingestion Location
for Impact at 30 Degrees Forward of the Fan Rotor Plane

.3.2.4 Additional Weight for Containment

The case thickness required to contain the spiral slashing/cutting type fragment was deter-
mined using an angle 9 of 80 degrees based on the forward containment test results.
The angle 0 does not enter into the calculation since the axial velocity is parallel to the
containment case. The calculated case thickness necessary for containment was 0.049 in.
and 0.060 in. for 410 type stainless steel and titanium alloy case materials, respectively.
As the fragment spirals forward over the inlet containment case, the velocity will decrease
rapidly due to the aerodynamic drag and friction from rubbing against the case.

The case thickness required to contain the reingested "punch out" type fragment was
determined using the angle 0 shown in Figure 17. The angle 0 was derived from the radial rein-
gestion location on the remaining fan blade and the location of impact with the inlet contain-
ment cse (ee Figure 12). As the radial uingestion location approaches the foil tip radius,
angle 0 approaches 90 degrees indicating a tangential type of impact. Again, based on for-
ward containment test data, angle 9 was limited to 80 degrees maximum.
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Figure 17 Fan Forward Containment -- Tangential Trajectory Angle vs. Radial Reingestion
Location

The case thickness required to contain the reingested "punch out" type fragment in-plane
with the fan blades is shown in Figure 18. The angle P is zero since the forward axial velocity
component is zero by definition. The maximum thickness occurred at a radial reingestion
location of approximately 33 inches which was about mid-span of the remaining fan blades.
Near the foil tip, the calculated thickness was limited by the 80 degree maximum angle.

At the 300 forward axial location, the angle ( was derived from the radial reingestion location
with the remaining fan blades and the 30* forward axial location. Figure 19 shows the angle
as a function of radial reingestion location. Similarly, the angle P was limited to an 80 de-

gree maximum. The case thickness required to contain the ingested "punch out" type frag-
ment is shown in Figure 20. The maximum thickness occurs at a radial reingestion location
of approximately 25 inche as measured from the engine centerline which is about one-quarter
the span from the blade foil root to the blade foil tip. The case thickness required for con-
tainment was 0.017 and 0.02! for 410 type stainless steel and titanium alloy case material,
respectively. In practice, if a conventional steel or titanium engine case were to provide the
containment, the case thicknesses would be substantially greater than 0.0 17 and 0.021 due
to manufacturing limitations.
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gestion Location for Impact at 30 Degrees forward of the Fan Rotor Plane

The calculated cae thickness required to contain the fan blade tip fragment as a function of
axial distance is shown in Figure 21. The reingested "punch out" type fragment requires
greater case thickness than the spiral slashingi/cutting typo fragment. The thickness required
for the spiral slaihing/cutting type fragment decreases with increasing forward location
since the fragment velocity decreases due to frictional and aerodynamic forces. Thius, the
thickness required for the reingested "punch out" type fragment sets the thickness for
containment.

A caw weight of 135 pounds for 4 10 type stainless steel and 10S pounds for titanium alloy
case material was determined based on a linear cuse thickness distribution from the engine
inlet flange to the 30 degre forwardl loatlon. The axial distance between the ran blade
rotor plane and the engine inlet flange was not included since the existing case thickness
is sufficient to contain the fan blade tUp fragment.
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4.0 TRANSIENT RESPNSE ANALYSIS

4.1 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

In addition to the in-plane containment requirements for any liberated fragments, the
entire engine structure must be able to sustain the resulting rotating imbalance loads
caused by the missing fragments In combination with the impact load produced by the
liberated fragments striking the containment case.

4.)1.1 Dscrlption of Analysis

An analysis to determine the transient response of damped multi-rotor systems has been
developed at Pratt A Whitney Aircraft and reported in Reference 1. In the analysis, rotor
systems are idealized as rotating concentrated masses connected by massless beams. discrete
springs and dampenr. The springs may have bilinear springrates to simulate the effect of
parts comning into contact after displacement through an initial clearance thereby creating
alternate load paths (e.g. blade tips contacting cases).

The engine, shown schematically in Figure 22, was modeled as a 372 degree of freedom
system ( 186 masses with two degrees of freedom each) with the connecting springrates,
which represent bearials, struts, mounts, etc., determined from analysis and test data.
Also Included in the model were viscous dampers which provided a damping force that was
proportional to the relative velocity between the damper end points. Test data for engine
response to a known imnbelace was used to determine the damping necessary in the analysis
to duplicate the engine experience.
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4.1,3 Aaswnpllous lathe Anays

The springrstas used to simulate rotor/rotor and rotor/cae interferences were selected
to match rub locations and rub depths observed from field experience for a single fan
blade failure. It was assumed that the springrates were not variable and could also be used
for the fan rotor failure analysis.

The analysis was performed for the existing engine configuration to identify structural areas
of concern. The engine natural frequencies were not re-calculated with the "beefed-up"
components due to the lengthy procedure necessary to iterate on the loads as the structure
stiffness changed. Also, the containment case thicknesses for the study loadings were not
defined at that point in time. The analysis identified those structural members which were
marginal or inadequate for loads resulting from a fan rotor failure.

Minimum static material strengths were used to calculate the capability of all engine com-
ponents. For some of the engine materials, an increase in material strength could be realized
due to the rapid application of the loads, but a conservative approach of not accounting for
any increases in material strength due to increased strain rates was taken because of the
lack of sufficient dynamic material strength data.

4.1.3 Cwe Impact Loads

To simulate the liberated fragments striking the containment case, an impulse force was
applied to the case in the analysis. The magnitude of the force was determined from the
momentum of the fragment and the time duration. The angular position of the force
relative to the imbalance was determined from high speed motion pictures of a single fan
blade failure. Figure 23 illustrates the force-time curve as well as the angular relationship
between the imbalance, and the impact force that was used in the analysis. The shape of the
force vs. time impact was unimportant in the analysis since the time over which the force
acted was very small compared to the period of the system natural frequencies.

4.1.4 Alternate Load Paths

During the transient response of an engine, rotor/rotor and rotor/case interferences may
occur. These interferences both limit the rotor excursions as well as provide alternate load
paths to pound and must be included in a response analysis. As an example, the bearing
load may be significantly reduced (Figure 24) if the shaft deflection is limited by inter-
ference rubs and a portion of the load that would normally be taken through the bearing to
pround, is taken through the cases to ground. Conversely, the case loads may be significantly
increased due to the additional load imposed at the interference location. Failure to account
for these interferences will result in erroneous loads and deflections leading to either
overdesign or underdesign of engine components.

Springs with piecewise linear springrates (bilinear) as shown in Figure 25 were included in
the analysis at nine possible rub locations - fan, two low compressor stages, two low turbine
stages, two high turbine stages, and two intershaft locations. The clearance at each possible
ub location was aet to equal the calculated running clearance at the possible rub location.
If the relative deflection at the rub location exceeded the running clearance, a afAng would
be actuated to simulate the rub between the two components.
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igure 23 Rotor Tansie.nt Response - Relative Phase Bietwveen Imbalance and impact
Forces

Figure 24 Rotor Transient Respowe - Atrate Lad athsRdc eaigLa
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lFqure 25 Rotor Transient Response - Bi-Linear Spring Used to Simulate Rub Condition

4.1.S Deceleration Response of Engine

When a rotor failure occurs near or at the maximum rotor speed, the engine must decelerate
to shut down. D-iring the deceleration, the engine may pass through several critical speeds
which could produce high response loads. From the transient response analysis, the rotor
reached a steady-state response condition after a short period of time. The deceleration
analysis was, therefore, analyzed as a steady-state response to a rotating imbalance.

4.2 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The transient response of the entire engine as well as the deceleration steady-state response
was calculated for a fan rotor failure which produced a disk fragment with energy equiva-
lent to two and four adjacent blades and their included disk serrations. Interferences,
impact and damping were included in each speed point throughout the engine operating
range.

4.2.1 Structural Areas of Concern

The structural component areas of concern were determined by evaluating the impact of a
component failure on the engine structural integrity. Figure 26 shows the limiting engine
locations for a fan rotor failure which were: engine mounts, low rotor bearings and bearing
supports, fan coupling nut, low shaft, low turbine tierods, and all engine case flanges.
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Figure 26 En fine Cross Section - Strwctural Areas of Concern With Loss of a Fan
DisE, Fragment

.. 2 Enine Component Loads

4.2.2O

Loads for all the engine limiting locations were calculated throughout the engine operating
range with the maximum transient load occuring at the maximum engine speed for all
limiting locations. Figure 27 illustrates a typical deceleration response to a fan rotor failureI
at one limiting engine location. The maximum steady-state load was reached well down in
the speed rangle during deceleration when the engine paused through a critical speed.
However, the maximum transient load occurred at redline speed. The maximum transient

* ~ loads for the limiting engine locations are summarized in Table 7. The responses for the two
and four blade equivalent fan disk fragments were not linear, e.g., the response to the four
blade frawnent was leas than twice the response to the two blade fragment. The reason for
this was the bilinear spring in the system producing a response which was nonlinear with
load. The impact loads were not directly additive to the rotating imbalance loads but were
combined vectorally accounting for the phase angle between them.
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FigaireV 2 7 pica! Deceleration Response With Loss of a Fa" Disk F'ragment

Loos of fen Disk Frogramot iJqu~valent to Four
Lose of Iran Disk Framnt equivalent to Adlacetti Fan &lad". with lTree Lnlud

'w da-t a :lades %!ub Inlue &iZ Sert Ion I'graon

Engtineoa lae Locoed C4ne od Seteting Lad :mact Load Cmndo Load
Sm. oaie (S capability) U 4Ebjlltv) (I. Csahi=v (I uWb.l1.uy (11 Laaab I I j~j U Capability)

front mount 10 19 10 44 40 62

ear vaunt 84 1) 47 116 2717

so aring 53 21 54 70 35 72

Ebearing Support fil 26 44 67 44, 89
#4bearing 27 is 32 41 30 42

*4 bearing support 51 33 60 77 57 so

Fan Coupling Nut 59 21 44 102 45 107

LPT Tiorod. 9 27 100 124 64 1"4

AFiles 20 h 21 .31 12 33

aPlange 9i. 20 100 140 42 Mi
Flange h7 12 44 204 2) 119

F Plang. 64 14 45 103 23 104
N Flange 64 22 45 103 22 16

J Feebe4 13 70 1112112
K Flange 42 22 41 89297

0 Flange It, go9 132 43 144
P Flange 9223 0%21 9

Table 7 maximum Transien t Loads For the Limitinig &ngine Locatio"
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A typical vepowa curve Is shown in Figure 28. The total respows is the sum of a forced
frequency plus several, natural frequencis which decay with time. The transient peak response
was the load used to size the engine components.
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Figure 25 "iypical EInine Response to Combined Rotating Imbalance and Impact Load

4.2.3 Potential Solution for irmiting Structural Components

The additional weight required for structural adequacy of the engine components is shown
in Table 8. No additional weight would be required for the two blade fragment. However,
44 pounds would be required for the four blade fragment. Weight calculations were based
on strengthening the present conflPrations to sustain the fan rotor failure loads. For some
areas, such as the rear mount, a rededign of the present configuration might produce less of
a weight penalty than adding material to the present configuration. However, a configura-
tion change would require a detailed design effort which was beyond the scope of this study.
As part of the study, alternate approaches to limiting the engine responses were studied.
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Results of the transient response analysis indicate that limiting the rotor deflection could
reduce the rotor loads. Therefore a bumper bearing on the low rotor which would limit the
rotor deflection has the potential for lowering rotor loads. It would be necessary, however,
to perform a trade-off study to compare the weight required for the bumper bearing vs.
adding material to the low rotor.

Another alternative to limiting the engine response would be to increase the amount of
damping in the engine by means of a device such as a friction damper. The friction damper,
comprised of preloaded parallel plates which would break free and introduce a coulomb
damping force to the system, may provide the damping necessary to control the engine re-
sponse. Such a device would also require a detailed design effort and an extensive develop-
ment program to evaluate and calibrate the damper before it could be incorporated into an
engine. The design considerations and limitations mentioned in Section 3.1.9 are also valid
with the incorporation of the aforementioned potential solutions.

Lose of Wan Disk Fragment Equivalent Loss of Fn Disk Fragment Equivalent
to %w Adjacent Pan blades With to Four Adjacent Fa Ilode With Three

Included Disk Serration Included Disk serratiom

CONAdAnt Aditional Weieht (tbs.) Additional Weitbt (lb..)

Front Mount 0 0

sear mount 0 7

no. 1 eanring 0 0
No. I Bearing Support 0 0

No. 4 Searing 0 0

No. 4 Searing Support 0 0

ran Coupling Nut 0 1

LFT Tierods 0 5

LoW Shaft 0 25

Fan Case Flanges 0 1

Nigh Compressor Case Flanges 0 1

Turbine Case Flanges 0 4

TOTAL WEIGHT 0 44

Table 8 Rotor Transient Response - Additional Weight Required For Structural
Adequacy of Limiting Engine Components
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s.0 UiVIRW OF EDIULTS OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION'S ROTOR BURST PRTCINPROGRAM

As required under this contract, results of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's (NASA) Rotor Burst Protection Program were to be considered in this study. This
program consisted of meults from spin tests conducted by the Naval Air Propulsion Test
Center (NAPTC) and analytical models developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) to explain and understand containment devices under impact loading.

The spin tests conducted by the NAPTC0 were primarily produced by disk burst where the
entire disk with and without blades Separated into sectors. These mectors were typically the

sieof two I 80* fragments and three 1 20' fragments. The disk fragments defined in this
study were much smaller in size and lower in kinetic energy than the disk Sectors (see
Figure 29).

TYPICAL DISK FRAGMENT TESTED BY THE
NAPTC FOR NASA MOTOR UJRST PROTECTION

* DISK PRAGMENT IOUWVALENT TO FOUR
WM 1FRAMMENT EoUIAwiff To ym ADJACENT GLAD18 WITH THREE DISK

ADJACENT sADaoS WM ~JWWW DIS SIRAAYON DEFINED FOR THIS STUDY
URRATION DIP" OR wig ma Uy

rl~gure29 Comnparuson of Typical Disk Fragmecnts Tested by the NAPM~ and aisk
Fragmnts ftAvd for Tis. Study

oeefesences, 2 sad 3
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The results of the NAPTC spin tests were not applicable to this study based on the following
observations:

I. The size and kinetic energy of the disk fragments were not similar.

2. The containment cas materials were not the high strength materials used in
large turbine engine cases.

3. The containment cases were simply supported (not rigidly attached to a support
structure) which allows greater distortion and greater energy absorption than
the actual turbine engine hardware where significant radial stiffness would be
provided by the adjacent material and hardware.

4. The spin tests were conducted at room temperature, so the containment cases
did not experience the thermal effects on material behavior that is inherent in
an operating turbine engine.

The NAPTC spin tests, however, have shown that high speed photography can be very
useful in understanding the fundamental aspects of the fragment kinematics and the
containment case response. A review of the MIT analytical models* indicated that they
may be very useful with further development, in the analysis and design of containment
cases or devices. A main area which is missing Is the development and calibration of a
failure criterion to indicate when failure of the containment case or device would occur.

The containment problem could also be analyzed utilizing the nonlinear dynamic capabili-
ties that exist in today's finite element computer programs. Two such programs are presently
available at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft that could be used for a containment analysis. These
tools presently lack failure criteria for containment and lack calibration with actual contain-
ment events. Both programs are finite element formulations with inelastic and transient
capabilities but differ in their element selection. They both represent the state-of-the-art
techniques in finite element analysis. A major problem is to define the transient loading
imposed by a fragment on the containment structure.

*References 4 thru 7
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6.0 RESULT8

The results of this study indicated significat weight increes for the engine in order to con-
tain the equivalent disk fragments of two blades with an included disk serration and four
blades with three included disk serrations. The total resultant engine weight Increases (shown
in Table 9) for the two blade fragment is 367 pounds and for the four blade fragment is 682
pounds. This includes the following items: I

0 210 pounds and 395 pounds for engine in-plane containment with a 10 pound
and 15 pound weight reduction by substituting a titanium base alloy into the
LPC. For comparison, a recent study conducted by the SAE Committee on
Aircraft Engine Containment (Reference 8) showed an engine weight increase of
400 pounds for an equivalent disk fragment of three adjacent blades with two
included disk serrations for similar type fan engines.

* 105 pounds for forward containment of fan blade tip fragments.

0 0 pounds and 44 pounds, for structural adequacy of engine components based
on a transient response analysis.

* 52 pounds and 138 pounds to support the added engine containment material.

Disk Fragent With Enargy Disk Fragent With Energy
Iquivalent to Two Adjacent Equivalent to Four Adjacent

Sled.s With an Included Disk Blades With Three Included Disk
SArratioM Serrations

In-Plans Congsnnt 220 (lbs.) 410 (lbs.)

Adjutwat for PC B ternao Haprtal -10 -15
(Totnlus Sos Alloy

Sub Total 210 395

Additional Wol.ht to Support the (25%) 52 (3s) 138
Added Contas.mnt Mutsrtal

Forvard Contaiant(Fan Blade Tip Frssapnta) 105 105

Structural Adequagy of p olns Loiponmts 0 44
bamd on Translent Seaapoe alysia

Total 367 (lbs.) 662 (lbs.)

TFable 9 Total Reuitaent Engine Weight Increase
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The support material outside the radial plane of the rotor stage is required because:

I ) Engine case thermal stresses and resulting safe operating lives would be affected

because of the thermal gradients produced between the very thin to thick cross-
sections in the case.

2) Case bolting and other hardware would have to be modified in order to carry

the increase in impact load.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.9, this additional weight will have an effect on other engine

design considerations and limitations as given below:

I ) Engine seal clearances would change because of changes in the thermal response

of the engine cases. The thick cases would have a slower growth response and

cause the blade tips to rub, thus opening the blade tip clearance. The engine

performance and surge margins would therefore be significantly affected.

2) Case natural frequencies would change due to the added weight plus all case
responses to engine excitations (example, blade passing frequency) would have
to be rechecked.

3) Engine assembly would become more complex due to changes required in
plumbing, bolting and handling the heavier cases.

4) Ultimate increase in cost to the :onsumer would result because of the increase
in weight and fundamental performance disadvantage of thick engine cases.

A transient response analysis performed on the engine, that included the additional contain-
ment weight, would be expected to be similar to the current analysis. The majority of the
additional weight would be in the case structure, with the rotor and supports remaining
relatively unchanged with little change in the rotor.

The JT9D-59A/70A engine was found to be relatively insensitive to large imbalance at the
fan location created by the liberated fragments. Blade tip rubs provided additional supports
to the rotor thereby limiting the rotor excursion. The relative insensitivity of the engine had
been previously exhibited in the single fan blade field failures experience to date in similar
engine models.

The additional weight will have a serious effect on the basic engine integrity. Such effects as

the evaluation of the structural integrity due to the induced thermal stresses and the effect
on the engine performance were beyond the scope of this study.
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GLOSSARY

Aft Containment - Containment NquW rearward of the fan rotor plane

Blade Passing Frequency - Frequency at which the blades pass a stationary point equal to
the number of blades times tite rotor speed

Bore Fracture Mechanics - A common technique, modified to eliminate disk- bore fracture

Critical Speed - Natural frequency of the engine which is capable of being excited by rotor
imbalance

Disk Serration - Integral disk material which mates with a blade dovetail

Dovetail - The portion of a blade which mates with a disk serration

Fan Exit Guide Vanes - Vanes provided downstream of the fan to straighten the fall duct
air flow

Fan Splitter - Device which separates the fan duct air flow from the engine core air flow

Forward Containment - Containment required forward of the fan rotor plane

Heat of Material - A quantity of material heat treated at the same time

Imbalance - Offset of the rotor mass center caused by a liberated fragment

One Pitch Length - Case circumference divided by the number of blades in the rotor stage

Redline - Maximum engine operating speed

Rotor/Frame - An entire engine rotor with bearings, bearing supports, cases, and mounts

Shear Plug - Piece of material punched out from a containment case with a perimeter of
the impacting fragment and the thickness of the containment case

Surge Margin - Percent of pressure ratio above the operating line at which engine surge
would occur

Ultrasonic Inspection - Inspection technique using high frequency sound waves
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